WEBSITE QUALITY REPORT
http://propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com

Property Proﬁts Network is not a web developer or SEO organisation.
This report is complimentary, we make nothing from this and will make nothing from anything you may
do while remediating the issues.
Property Proﬁts Network is all about building businesses, building brands and building your client
base.
We are honoured to be able to provide this complimentary report on your web site as a value ad.

If you do nothing else, get onto your web developer and get these issues resolved.
I would love to hear from you to hear the results and how this report has helped you.
Yours

Craig Keegan

We have 4 Programs for helping people get more and better clients rather than tyre kicking time
wasting lead.
Check out www.PropertyProﬁtsNetwork.com
3 Step Client Boosting Program
Free 45-minute program designed to ﬁnd you hidden clients in your existing database.
Proﬁle Branding Boosting Program
50 things you can do to, Build your Proﬁle, Raise your Brand, Attract more High Quality Clients
Rapid Referrals Kickstarter Program
Totally focused on generating referral partners, building systems for clients to pass you referrals.
This is a system that will generate High Quality Clients into the future and grow your business and
build an asset.
Property Proﬁts Network Mastermind
This is the ﬂag ship program, putting you together with other Property Industry Professionals
on a regular basis.
Passing clients to one another, passing service industry professionals, along with promoting each
other.

Prepared by:
Craig Keegan
WebAnalysis@PropertyProﬁtsNetwork.com
0412141719

Health Report : http://propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com
Examined at : 2019-11-05 11:29:47

found 15 major issues

SCORE

55.5 (F)

 Page Title
Page Title :

Your site does not have any title.
Knowledge Base
Title is the heading of the webpage. The sentence or string enclosed between HTML title tag ()
is the title of your website. Search engines search for the title of your website and display the
title along with your website address upon search result. The title is the most important
element for both SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and social sharing. Title should be less
than 50 to 60 characters because search engines typically display this length of string or
sentence on search result. A good title can consist of the primary keyword, secondary
keyword, and brand name. For example: a ﬁctitious gaming information site's The title may be
something like "The Future of Gaming Information is Here". A webpage title should contain a
proper glimpse of the website. title is an important element for identiﬁcation of your website
for user experience, SEO, and social sharing. So, have a nice and catchy title.
https://moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag

 Meta Description
Meta Description :

Your site does not have any meta description.

Knowledge Base
Click here for current best practice on using meta tags.

A description is the full interpretation of your website content and features. Most often it is a
short paragraph that describes what the features and information provided by the website to
its visitors are. You may consider it as an advertisement of your website. Although not
important for search engine ranking, it is very important for hits or visits through search
engine results. The description should be less than 150 characters because search engines
show this length of paragraph for search results. And every page of a website should contain
an unique description to avoid description duplication. The description is the deﬁnition of your
website for user experience, so make it a complete, but short and precise, illustration of your
website.

 Meta Keyword
Meta Keyword :

Your site does not have any meta keywords.
Knowledge Base
Meta keywords are keywords inside meta tags. Meta keywords are not likely to be used for
search engine ranking. The words of the title and description can be used as meta keywords,
and it is a good idea for SEO rather than search engine ranking.

 Google Analytics
Your site does not have a Google Analytics installed.

 Facebook Tracking Pixel
Your site does not have a facebook tracking pixel.

 Google Tracking Pixel
Your site does not have a Google Tracking Pixel code installed.

 Google My Business
Your site does not have a Google My Business proﬁle or the name/address/phone/url information
inside isn't consistent in your listings and needs to be ﬁxed.

 SSL
Your site does not have SSL.
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Keyword
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Possible Spam

Density

Possible Spam

Density

Possible Spam
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Possible Spam

Two Word Keywords
Keyword

Occurrence

Three Word Keywords
Keyword

Occurrence

Four Word Keywords
Keyword

Occurrence

 Keyword Usage
The most used keywords do not match with meta keywords.
Knowledge Base
Keyword usage is the use of your keywords inside meta tags and the content of your website.
Use keywords that describe your site properly for precise search engine results.

Total Words
Total Words : 0
Knowledge Base
Unique words are uncommon words that reﬂect your site's features and information. Search
engine metrics are not designed to use unique words as a ranking factor but it is still useful to
get a proper picture of your site's contents. Using positive unique words like “complete”,
“perfect”, “shiny”, is a good idea for user experience.
Stop words are common words like all the prepositions, some generic words like download,
click me, oﬀer, win etc. Since the most used keywords may be a factor for visitors, you are
encouraged to use more unique words and less stop words.

 Text/HTML Ratio Test
Site failed text/HTML ratio test.
Text/HTML Ratio Test : 8%
Knowledge Base
The ideal page's ratio of text to HTML code must be between 20% to 60%. If it is less than
20% it means you need to write more text on your web page, while in the case of a score over
60% your page might be considered as spam.

HTML Headings
H1(0)

H2(0)

H3(0)

H4(0)

H5(0)

H6(0)

Knowledge Base
H1 status is the existence of any content inside the h1 tag. Although they are not important
like meta titles and descriptions for search engine ranking, they are still a good way to
describe your contents in search engine result.
H2 status is less important but should be used for proper understanding of your website for a
visitor.

 Robot.txt
Your site has robots.txt

Robot.txt
> User-agent: * Disallow: /wp-admin/ Allow: /wp-admin/admin-ajax.php

Knowledge Base
Robots.txt is text ﬁle that resides in the website root directory and contains the instructions
for various robots (mainly search engine robots) for how to crawl and index your website for
their webpage. Robots.txt contains the search bots or others bot names, the directory list
allowed or disallowed to be indexed, crawling for bots, time delay for bots to crawl and index,
and even the sitemap URL. Full access or a full restriction or customized access or restriction
can be imposed through robots.txt.
Robots.txt is very important for SEO. Your website directories will be crawled and indexed on
search engines according to robots.txt instructions. So, add a robots.txt ﬁle in your website
root directory. Write it properly including your content-enriched pages and other public pages
and exclude any pages which contain sensitive information. Remember robots.txt instruct
restricts access to the sensitive information of your page if it is not formidable on webpage
security grounds.
http://www.robotstxt.org/robotstxt.html

 Sitemap
Your site has sitemap
Location: http://propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/sitemap.xml
Knowledge Base
Sitemap is an xml ﬁle which contains a full list of your website URLs. It is used to include
directories of your websites for crawling and indexing for search engines and access for users.
It can help search engine robots for indexing your website faster and more deeply. It is
roughly the opposite of robots.txt. You can create a sitemap.xml through various free and paid
services or you can write it the proper way (read about how to write a sitemap).
Also keep these things in mind:
1) The sitemap must be less than 10 MB (10,485,760 bytes) and can contain a maximum
50,000 URLs. If you have more URLs than this, create multiple sitemap ﬁles and use a sitemap
index ﬁle.
2) Put your sitemap in the website root directory and add the URL of your sitemap in
robots.txt.
3) Sitemap.xml can be compressed using grip for faster loading.
Broken link: A broken link is an inaccessible link or URL of a website. A higher rate of broken
links has a negative eﬀect on search engine ranking due to reduced link equity. It also has a
bad impact on user experience. There are several reasons for broken links, all are listed
below:
1) An incorrect link entered by you.

2) The destination website removed the linked web page given by you. (a common 404 error).
3) The destination website is irreversibly moved or does not exist anymore. (a change domain
or the site is blocked or dysfunctional).
4) User may be behind some ﬁrewall or similar software or security mechanism that is
blocking the access to the destination website.
5) You have provided a link to a site that is blocked by ﬁrewalls or similar software for outside
access.
http://www.sitemaps.org/protocol.HTML
or
http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/all-you-need-to-know-about-xml-sitemaps--webdesign-9
838

Internal Vs. External Links
TOTAL INTERNAL LINKS?
TOTAL EXTERNAL LINKS?

Internal Links

External Links

Alexa Rank

TRAFFIC RANK no
REACH RANK no

data

data

TOP COUNTRY
TOP COUNTRY RANK

Domain IP Information
ISP GoDaddy.com,

LLC

IP 166.62.6.48
ORGANIZATION GoDaddy.com,
CITY Scottsdale
COUNTRY United

States

TIME ZONE America/Phoenix
LONGITUDE -111.886700
LATITUDE 33.601300

NoIndex , NoFollow, DoDollow Links
TOTAL NOINDEX LINKS
TOTAL NOFOLLOW LINKS

LLC

TOTAL DOFOLLOW LINKS
NOINDEX ENABLED BY META ROBOT? No
NOFOLLOW ENABLED BY META ROBOT? No

NoIndex Links

NoFollow Links

DoFollow Links

Knowledge Base
NoIndex : The NoIndex directive is a meta tag value. NoIndex directive is to prevent showing
your website on search engine results. You must not set "NoIndex" as value in meta tags if
you want your website to show up on search engine results.
By default, a webpage is set to “index.” You should add a <meta name="robots"
content="NoIndex" /> directive to a webpage in the <head> section of the HTML if you do

not want search engines to crawl a given page and include it in the SERPs (Search Engine
Results Pages).
DoFollow & NoFollow : The NoFollow directive is a meta tag value to prevent following of
any links on your website by search engine bots. You must not set “NoFollow“ as a value in
meta tags if you want your link folllowed by search engine bots.
By default, links are set to “DoFollow.” You would set a link to “NoFollow” in this way: <a
href="http://www.example.com/" rel="nofollow">Anchor Text</a> if you want to
suggest to Google that the hyperlink should not pass any link equity/SEO value to the link
target.
http://www.launchdigitalmarketing.com/seo-tips/diﬀerence-between-noindex-and-nofollow-me
ta-tags/

 SEO Friendly Links
Links of your site are SEO friendly.
Knowledge Base
An SEO friendly link roughly follows these rules. The URL should contain a dash as a separator,
not contain parameters and numbers, and should be static.
To resolve this use these techniques:
1) Replace underscores or other separator with a dash. Clean the URL by deleting or replacing
numbers and parameters.
2) Marge your www. and non-www. URLs.
3) Do not use dynamic and related URLs. Create an xml sitemap for proper indexing for search
engines.
4) Block unfriendly and irrelevant links through robots.txt.
5) Endorse your canonical URLs in canonical tags.
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/seo-friendly-url-structure-2/202790/

 Favicon
Your site does not have favicon.
http://blog.woorank.com/2014/07/favicon-seo/

 Image 'alt' Test
Your site images have alt text.
Knowledge Base
An alternate title for an image, alt attribute content to describe an image. It is necessary for
notifying search engine spiders and improve actability on your website. So, put a suitable title
for your image, or at least those that are part of your website content (not including the
images for website design). To resolve this put a suitable title in your alt attributes.
https://yoast.com/image-seo-alt-tag-and-title-tag-optimization/

 DOC Type
DOC Type :

Page does not have doc type
Knowledge Base
doc type is not SEO factor but it is checked for validating your web page. So set a doctype at
your HTML page.
https://html.com/tags/doctype/

 Depreciated HTML Tag
Your site does not have any depreciated HTML tag.
Knowledge Base
Older HTML tags and attributes that have been superseded by other more functional or
ﬂexible alternatives (whether HTML or CSS ) are declared as deprecated in HTML4 by the W3C
- (the consortium that sets the HTML standards). Browsers should continue to support
deprecated tags and attributes, but eventually these tags are likely to become obsolete and
so future support cannot be guaranteed.

 HTML Page Size
HTML Page Size : 0 KB

HTML page size is <= 100KB
Knowledge Base
HTML page size is one of the main factor for webpage loading time. It should be less than 100
KB according to Google's recommendations. Note that, this size does not include external CSS,
JavaScript or image ﬁles. So, a small page size less loading time.
To reduce your page size follow these steps:
1) Move all your CSS and JavaScript code to external ﬁle.
2) Make sure your text content is on top of the page so that it can be displayed before full
page loading.
3) Reduce or compress all the images, ﬂash media ﬁles and so on. It would be better if these
ﬁles were less than 100 KB.
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/seo-recommended-page-size/10273/

 Inline CSS
Your site has 1 cases of inline CSS.

Inline CSS
<iframe src="https://0vdlpmlw.pages.infusionsoft.net" frameborder="0" scrolling="yes"
width="100%" height="100%" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" name="landing-pageembed-frame" wmode="transparent" style="height: 100vh"></iframe>

Knowledge Base
Inline CSS is the CSS code residing in HTML page under HTML tags not in external .CSS ﬁle.
Inline CSS increases the loading time of your webpage, which is an important search engine

ranking factor. So, try not to use inline CSS.

 Internal CSS
Your site has 1 cases of internal CSS.
Knowledge Base
Internal CSS is the CSS codes which resides on HTML page inside the style tag. Internal CSS
also increases loading time since no page caching is possible for internal CSS. Try to put your
CSS code in external ﬁle.

 Micro Data Schema Test
Test Site failed the micro data schema test.
Knowledge Base
Micro data is the information underpinning an HTML string or paragraph. Consider a string as
an “avatar”:- it could refer to a proﬁle picture on a forum, blog or social networking site, or
may refer to a highly successful 3D movie. Microdot is used to specify the reference or
underlying information about an HTML string. Microdata gives chances to search engines and
other applications to better understand your content and better display it on search results.
https://schema.org/docs/gs.html

IP & DNS Report
IPV4 166.62.6.48
IPV6 Not
DNS Report

Compatiable

SLHost
ClassTTL TypePRITarget
IP
1 propertyproﬁtsnetwork.comIN 290 A
166.62.6.48
2 propertyproﬁtsnetwork.comIN 3600NS
ns41.domaincontrol.com
3 propertyproﬁtsnetwork.comIN 3600NS
ns42.domaincontrol.com
4 propertyproﬁtsnetwork.comIN 3600MX 0 mail.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com

 IP Canonicalization Test
Test Site failed IP canonicalization test.
Knowledge Base
If multiple domain names are registered under a single IP address, the search bots can label
other sites as duplicates of one site. This is IP canonicalization, rather like URL
canonicalization. To solve this use redirects.
https://techglimpse.com/ﬁx-improve-site-seo-ip-canonicalization/

 URL Canonicalization Test
Test Site passed URL canonicalization test.
Knowledge Base
Canonical tags make all your URLs (those leading to a single address or webpage) into a
single URL. For example, if
<link rel="canonical" href="https://mywebsite.com/home" />
<link rel="canonical" href="https://www.mywebsite.com/home" />

both refer to the link, mywebsite.com/home, all the diﬀerent URLs with the same content or

page now come under the link or URL, mywebsite.com/home. This will boost your search
engine ranking by eliminating content duplication. Use canonical tags for all the same URLs.
https://audisto.com/insights/guides/28/

 Plain Text Email Test
Site passed plain text email test. No plain text email found.
Knowledge Base
Plain text email addresses are vulnerable to email scrapping agents. An email scrapping agent
crawls through your website and collects every email address which is written in plain text.
So, existence of plain text email addresses in your website can help spammers with email
harvesting. This could be a bad sign for search engines.
To ﬁght this, you can obfuscate your email addresses in several ways:
1) CSS pseudo classes.
2) Writing your email address backwards.
3) Turn oﬀ display using CSS.
4) Obfuscate your email address using JavaScript.
5) Using WordPress and PHP (WordPress site only).
http://www.labnol.org/internet/hide-email-address-web-pages/28364/

CURL Response
url

http code
200
request size 748
ssl verify
0
result
total time

text/html;
charset=UTF-8
header size 1391
ﬁletime
-1
redirect
3
count
namelookup
1.9E-5
time
pretransfer
4.2E-5
time
size
509
download
speed
0
upload

http://www.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/Home1/content type

3.683425

connect time 2.0E-5
size upload

0

speed
download

138

download
content
-1
length
starttransfer
0.965898
time
redirect url
certinfo
local ip
172.31.28.233

upload
content
length

-1

redirect time 2.717505
primary ip
166.62.6.48
primary port 80
local port
38932

 Mobile Friendly Check
Mobile Friendly : Yes
Score : 100
Localized Rule Name
Mobile viewport not set
Text too small to read
Uses incompatible plugins
Content wider than screen
Links too close together

CMS:
Locale: en_US
Roboted Resources: 1
Transient Fetch Failure Resources: 0

Rule Impact
0
0
0
0
0

Google Page Speed Insight (Mobile)
PAGE SPEED 59
USABILITY SCORE 100

Page Statistics
numberResources
totalRequestBytes
htmlResponseBytes
cssResponseBytes
javascriptResponseBytes
numberJsResources

114
14406
196047
849210
4033363
25

numberHosts
numberStaticResources
overTheWireResponseBytes
imageResponseBytes
otherResponseBytes
numberCssResources

19
45
3207368
798682
1085091
6

 Avoid App Install Interstitials That Hide Content
Your page does not appear to have any app install interstitials that hide a signiﬁcant amount of
content. Learn more about the importance of avoiding the use of app install interstitials.
https://developers.google.com/search/mobile-sites/mobile-seo/common-mistakes#avoid-intersti
tials

 Avoid Plugins
Your page does not appear to use plugins, which would prevent content from being usable on
many platforms.

 Conﬁgure Viewport
Your page speciﬁes a viewport matching the device's size, which allows it to render properly on
all devices. Learn more about conﬁguring viewports.
https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/ConﬁgureViewport

 Size Content to Viewport
The contents of your page ﬁt within the viewport. Learn more about sizing content to the
viewport.
https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeContentToViewport

 Size Tap Targets Appropriately
All of your page's links/buttons are large enough for a user to easily tap on a touchscreen.
Learn more about sizing tap targets
appropriately(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/SizeTapTargetsAppropriately).

 Use Legible Font Sizes
The text on your page is legible. Learn more about using legible font
sizes(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/UseLegibleFontSizes).

 Landing Page Redirects
Your page has3redirects. Redirects introduce additional delays before the page can be loaded.
Avoid landing page
redirects(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/AvoidRedirects)for the following
chain of redirected URLs:
http://propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/
https://craigkeegan.ibi3g.com/PPNHomePage
http://www.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/Home1
http://www.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/Home1/

 GZIP Compression
You have compression enabled. Learn more about enabling
compression(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/EnableCompression).

 Leverage Browser Caching
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the
browser to load previously downloaded resources from the local disk rather than over the
network.
Leverage browser
caching(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/LeverageBrowserCaching) for the
following cacheable resources:

https://v3.convrrt.com/capture/events
https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api.js?onload=__cvt_recaptcha_loaded&render=expli
cit
https://static.doubleclick.net/instream/ad_status.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/03b82ee9-b11c-43ea-be49-119530f5a7d
d.png
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/0fc98f49-0268-4fb0-8012-e9e346689e09
.PNG
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/4818e3e1-ea8a-4cae-af59-894af2781cd7
.png
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/4c6e0fd5-a6be-4405-939d-d481da195b5
3.jpg
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/605a1f6b-ebb1-4dab-8827-8c7deaf0f553

.PNG
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/7708ac1d-4612-462a-b907-3ddd35a413
8c.PNG
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/7d3a711f-64b1-40b8-a11a-f2f1215607b8
.PNG
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/b113114d-5c23-43c6-9ad2-e4fdde01425
0.png
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/d950c1e3-3e10-49c0-ab0e-77f83f48862f
.png
https://cdn.convrrt.com/apps/infusionsoft/ly734/fc29c8b7-8498-4b46-8068-1c94d26df6c
0.png
https://cdn.convrrt.com/assets/analyze/analytics.f941af9754702a18190a.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/assets/css/v2/core-8ce646c.min.css
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/0.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/1.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/10.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/11.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/12.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/13.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/14.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/2.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/3.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/4.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/6.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/7.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/8.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/9.chunk.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/main.bundle.js
https://cdn.convrrt.com/vendor/font-awesome/4.7.0/css/font-awesome.min.css
https://cdn.convrrt.com/vendor/font-awesome/4.7.0/fonts/fontawesome-webfont.woﬀ2
https://cdn.convrrt.com/vendor/font-awesome/4.7.0/fonts/fontawesome-webfont.woﬀ2?v
=4.7.0
https://cdn.convrrt.com/vendor/themify/themify-icons.css

 Server Response Time
In our test, your server responded in 0.72 seconds. There are many factors that can slow
down your server response time.
Please read our recommendations(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/Server)
to learn how you can monitor and measure where your server is spending the most time.

 Minify CSS
Your CSS is miniﬁed. Learn more about minifying
CSS(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/MinifyResources).

 Minify HTML
Your HTML is miniﬁed. Learn more about minifying
HTML(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/MinifyResources).

 Minify JavaScript
Compacting JavaScript code can save many bytes of data and speed up downloading, parsing,
and execution time.
Minify JavaScript(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/MinifyResources) for the
following resources to reduce their size by 463B (12% reduction).

https://cdn.convrrt.com/libs/core/v2/f1e9bf5/main.bundle.js could save 463B (12%
reduction)

 Render-blocking JavaScript And CSS
You have no render-blocking resources. Learn more about removing render-blocking
resources(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/BlockingJS).

 Optimize Images
Properly formatting and compressing images can save many bytes of data.
Optimize the following
images(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/OptimizeImages) to reduce their
transfer size by 1 KB (28% reduction).

https://yt3.ggpht.com/-JR4tBl4ISWw/AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAAAA/OymuSCvvIFg/s68-c-kno-mo-rj-c0xﬀﬀﬀ/photo.jpg could save 1 KB (28% reduction)

 Prioritize Visible Content
You have the above-the-fold content properly prioritized. Learn more about prioritizing visible
content("https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/PrioritizeVisibleContent).

Google Page Speed Insight (Desktop)

Page Statistics
numberResources
totalRequestBytes
htmlResponseBytes
cssResponseBytes
javascriptResponseBytes
numberJsResources

PAGE SPEED 55

115
14252
203412
822950
4034221
25

numberHosts
numberStaticResources
overTheWireResponseBytes
imageResponseBytes
otherResponseBytes
numberCssResources

18
44
3778753
911659
1530475
6

 Landing Page Redirects
Your page has3redirects. Redirects introduce additional delays before the page can be loaded.
Avoid landing page
redirects(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/AvoidRedirects") for the following
chain of redirected URLs:
http://propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/
https://craigkeegan.ibi3g.com/PPNHomePage
http://www.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/Home1
http://www.propertyproﬁtsnetwork.com/Home1/

 Prioritize Visible Content
You have the above-the-fold content properly prioritized. Learn more about prioritizing visible
content(https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/PrioritizeVisibleContent).

This report will help you and your business.
If your website is there to generate clients, then this is the 1% diﬀerence that will get you more clients.
If you do nothing else, get onto your web developer and get these issues resolved.
I would love to hear from you to hear the results and how this report has helped you.

We have 4 Programs for helping people get more and better clients rather than tyre kicking time
wasting lead.
Check out www.PropertyProﬁtsNetwork.com
3 Step Client Boosting Program
Free 45-minute program designed to ﬁnd you hidden clients in your existing database.
Proﬁle Branding Boosting Program
50 things you can do to, Build your Proﬁle, Raise your Brand, Attract more High Quality Clients
Rapid Referrals Kickstarter Program
Totally focused on generating referral partners, building systems for clients to pass you referrals.
This is a system that will generate High Quality Clients into the future and grow your business and
build an asset.
Property Proﬁts Network Mastermind
This is the ﬂag ship program, putting you together with other Property Industry Professionals
on a regular basis.
Passing clients to one another, passing service industry professionals, along with promoting each
other.

Yours
Craig Keegan
CEO
Property Proﬁts Network
www.PropertyProﬁtsNetwork.com
Report@PropertyProﬁtsNetwork.com
(0412) 141719

